Assembly
To assemble your Concentration Puzzle Game Console simply follow the
instructions as shown below in the diagram.

1 . roto .¡0"
flaps back.

Gome Rules

"Concentration" is played just like the classic TV game show. Each player tries
to uncover matching pairs of prize or valuable gift cards, which are removed
from the "Concentration" board and put on their rack. As the cards are taken
away, parts of a hidden "Rebus" or V7ord Puzzle appear. There is a deck of 60
different puzzles for the Molded Puzzle Console.
THE OBJECI- OF THE GAME is to be the player or team, to solve the puzzle and
win the prizes in their rack. One of the big features of this game is the surprise
that all the players get as they try to locate the prize cards in
matching pairs. Therefore, so that no one knows what the numbered slides
cover set up the game as follows:

l.

Look at the picture of the Molded Puzzle Console on this box coven lt shows
the slides in place, each with a puzzle card behind it.
2. Before you play a new "Rebus" or word puzzle, these sl¡des must be in place,
and the solution slide closed.
3. Carefully break apart the numbered slides and prize cards. The prizes are
shuffled and placed face down on the table. The numbered slides are left face
up.

2.

s¡0" boüom
flaps up and snap
A into B.

4. Turn slide Number I FACE DOWN on table. Place a prize card FI{CE
Dolrllhl upon with the hole at the top. Holding them together slide them into
the upper left panel in the plastic window, with the Number I showing.
5. Do the same with Slide Number 2 and place it in the next panel...Continue
until the 25 numbered sl¡des and prize cards cover the whole window. Now you
are ready to...
ó. Wth "Concentration" logo rebus towards front of stack, insert the full stack of
rebus cards into the game console. .
7. Once you have played a round of Concentration. you may play again by re
inserring the prizelnumber tiles and THEN taking out the previous rebus puzzle
and placing it at the back of the console.
You are now ready to play againl

8. Once you come all the way back around to the "Concentration" logo card. flip
the cards over and reload. for another 30 rounds of CONCENTRATIONI

3. racn end should look
like the illustration
completed.

THE GAME:
PI.AYING
t. The game is played by wo players or two teams. When three or five play, one
player is Master of Ceremonies as on Television.
2. The player who has rack Number I has first turn.
3. The player pulls out the numbered slides only from any two panels of their
choice on the "Concentration" Board. This will show two prize cards.
4. lf the two prizes Do Not Match, they are covered up again by replacing the
slides, and your turn ends...At all times players should CONCENTRATE on what
prizes are uncovered and where they are located on the board.
5. Player Number 2 takes slides from two panels.
ø. Wfren a player uncovers two matching prizes, they leave the numbrer slides off

